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GV experts talk impact
of Affordable Care Act
Report analyzes local consequences
BY CARLY SIMPSON
* • . _4A' *
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Braving the cold: Students, faculty and other community members participate in the silent march as a part of Grand Valley
State University’s Martin Luther King, Jr. Day events on Monday. The march symbolized King's famed march on Washington.

CELEBRATING THE KING
GV keeps MLK's legacy alive

GR residents complain about
students parking off Pew lots

see

MLK, A3

A recent report of West
Michigan businesses found
that 1,000 jobs have been lost
due to the Affordable Care Act
The report, released Jan.
15, was done by Grand Valley
State University economics
professors Leslie Muller and
Paul Isely, GVSU student Ade
lin Levin, and Priority Health.
It surveyed 174 area employers
in Kent, Ottawa, Muskegon
and Allegan counties.
“We had heard anecdotal
evidence of firms cutting
hours of part-time employees
to keep them under the 30hour full-time threshold put
into place by the Affordable
Care Act,” Muller said. “We
had also heard about firms in
creasing health insurance costs
for their workers. But anec
dotal evidence is not enough;
we wanted to do a randomsample study of West Michi
gan employers and see what is
actually happening.”
According to the report, 93
percent of firms in West Mich
igan with more than 50 em
ployees currently have health
insurance for their workers.
However, this percentage is
likely to decrease.
While 89 percent of the
firms plan to offer insurance
in 2014, the rate goes down
to 66 percent by 2015, which
is when the ACA Employer
Mandate kicks in.
In addition, firms are facing
a lot of uncertainty in what the
ACA will bring and because of
this are decreasing hiring and
cutting part-time hours, said
Muller.
The health care debate is
complex and often ignored
by students. However, Muller
said students need to educate
themselves on the topics of
health care and health insur
ance.
“There are many future
business owners in our student
body who will soon have to
navigate the world of health in
surance,” she said “It is an ex
pense that cannot be ignored
when running a business.”
Cynthia McCurren, the
dean of Kirkhof College of
Nursing, agreed that students
need to educate themselves
about health insurance for an

other reason.
“Poor health may be the last
thing on the minds of young,
healthy college students,” Mc
Curren said “They often be
lieve their youth equates with
being invincible. No one plans
to get sick or hurt, but no one
knows when they may need
medical care. Health insurance
covers costs associated with
this care and protects one from
very high expenses.”
McCurren said it is impor
tant to realize the catastrophic
impact hospital visits and pre
scriptions can have on a lim
ited budget if students don’t
have insurance stating that the
average cost of a three day hos
pital stay is $30,000.
McCurren listed monthly
expenses of common drugs
without insurance coverage:
Birth control pills: $112
AdderalL $210
Asthma inhaler: $60
“This knowledge provides a
perspective on how important
health insurance is — for ev
eryone,” McCurren said
The average premium for
individual coverage in 2011
was $183 per month, she said
“But as a college student,
why should you worry today?”
McCurren asked “You may be
covered by your parents health
insurance. How you will afford
health insurance when you
reach the age of 26 should con
cern you. Policies being made
now will be policies that will
affect you in the future.”
She added that “each of us
needs to realize the unexpect
ed can happen.”

Findings on
changes to hiring:

15%

22%
itfrotina tofitvci

29%

From student to professional
Day-long workshops to develop student skills

BY PETER CHHUM

nowhere else to go. Also, all of these cars
PCHHUM @ LANTHORN.COM
make it hard to navigate along with all of
Some Grand Valley State University the snow we had.”
The parking ordinance Martin is refer
students are taking to the streets — liter
ally. As an alternative solution to purchas ring to is one that is enforced by the city of
ing a permit to park on campus, students Grand Rapids from Nov. 1 through April
1. Streets are marked to tell drivers to park
taking classes at GVSU’s Pew Campus in
on the even or odd numbered
downtown Grand Rapids have
Permit pricing
side of the street, depending on
instead been parking on resi
for the 2013-2014
the date, to help alleviate some
dential streets.
academic year:
of the automobile congestion.
“Its a lot cheaper than pay
“Residential parking has al
ing however much it is to park
Pull time rate
ways been a hot topic brought
in the lots or ramps,” said
(7+ credits) »
up by homeowners,” said Lieu
GVSU senior Jaclyn Conti. “If
$350
a year/ $175 a se tenant Mark Mathis of the
you can park for free on the
mester
Grand Rapids Police Depart
streets and wah close to the
ment. “What tends to happen
same distance, wl y not?”
While some students have Part-time student rate is, when school starts up, stu
found this solution to be more (6 or less credits)- dents descend on these neigh
$182 a year/$91
borhoods where residents are
convenient for their time and
a semester
already parked, and they try to
their wallets, others share sim
jam into spots that really aren’t
ilar feelings with Grand Rapids
there.”
residents.
While taking phone calls from residents
“Someone parked right in front of my
house so I was forced to park on another and patrolling streets, officers are not nec
street when I came home from class,” se essarily looking for who lives there and
nior David Martin said. “I ended up get who does not; they are looking for where
ting a ticket because you can’t park on
certain streets on certain days, but I had
SEE PARKING ON A2

BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
ASSOCIATE • LANTHORN.COM

The Grand Valley State
University Career Cen
ter hosts many events
throughout the year to help
students prepare for life
after graduation, includ
ing resume and cover let
ter workshops, networking
events and other profes
sional development activi
ties. On Friday, the center
will host the second an
nual Student to Profes
sional Conference, which
aims to condense the many
workshops into a day-long
event.
“It came about from us
wanting to offer one pro
fessional conference to
streamline and promote
services we offer,” said Janean Couch, assistant di
rector of Career Services.
“We want to help students
make that transition to the

workplace.” •
The
conference
has
workshops
throughout
the day to help students
prepare for life after col
lege that include job and
internship strategies, how
to interview, how to use
Linkedln, understanding a
job offer, “branding” your
self, and many more. The
end of the day leaves time
for networking.
“There’s a variety of dif
ferent topics aimed to help
make students aware,” said
Susan Proctor, employer
development manager at
the GVSU Career Center.
"Many don’t know activi
ties they need to do to be
successful in the profes
sional world. (We’re) get
ting them prepared for
that next step, whether it’s
grad school or a career, and
helping them build a vital
network of professional in

dividuals.”
The keynote speaker
for the conference is Blake
“Shy” Carter — a GVSU
alumnus who is a songwrit
er, producer and singer —
who will be talking about
his story and sharing tips
with students on how he
made the transition from
GVSU to the music in
dustry. Among other suc
cesses, Carter co-wrote the
song Stuck Like Glue by
Sugarland in 2010, which
sold almost three million
copies.
"We’re really excited to
hear him share his story,”
Couch said. “We’re excited
to be holding this confer
ence for the second year
and hope we have good at
tendance.”
Couch added that for
students to be successful
SEE CONFERENCE ON A2
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ther side of a fire hydrant
and 3 feet away from a
CONTINUED FROM A1
driveway, Mathis said.
and how students are ac
“The source of parking
tually parking their cars. tickets and complaints in
The influx of cars makes neighborhoods are really
it
inconve
because of the
nient for those
way the cars
who live in the
are
parked
area,
which
more than the
is the biggest
street they are
...there are
problem.
on,” he said.
“I never re just too many
While stu
ally thought of
dents are look
how it affects cars trying to
ing to evade
those who live fit in spaces... fees
brought
there, but I can
on by purchas
understand MARK MATHIS
ing
parking
how much of GRPD LIEUTENANT
permits, they
a burden it
should also be
probably causes,” Conti wary of how and where
said. “People do pay a lot they are parking, which
of money to live there.”
could result in a parking
When parking in resi ticket.
dential areas, drivers must
“Most of the time there
be at least 20 feet away are just too many cars try
from an intersection or ing to fit. in spaces they
crosswalk, 15 feet from ei shouldn’t be,” Mathis said.

PARKING

Make a Difference,
See the World,
and Gain Skills with Peace Corps

peacecorps.gov/openings
Apply now for 2014-15 programs!
1.855.855.1961 | chicago@peacecorps.gov

CONFERENCE

start preparing for those
next steps."
CONTINUED FROM A1
After gaining the neces
in their own job searches, sary skills and experience,
they should first have con Couch said the next step
fidence in their own skills.
for students to stand out is
“We want students to being able to communicate
gain
knowledge
about those skills.
themselves and do an as
“The best way to stand
sessment of their skills out is to know how to com
and communicate that to municate your skills and
employers in a cover let be confident in them,” she
ter, resume or face-to-face said. “When you’re con
communication and net
fident, it’s an
work for the job
added benefit to
search,” she said.
you to commu
“The network
nicate skills and
ing
reception
figure out what
is one of those When you're
you want your
things that is a
career to be."
confident,
little scary for
While good
some
people, it's an added
communication
and this gives
is crucial in a
benefit...
people a chance
job
interview,
to practice that.” JANEAN COUCH
Couch
added
Both
Couch CAREER SERVICES
that being able
and
Proctor
to show skills
agreed that the
on paper is just
best way for students to pre as important.
pare for graduation and look
“Having a good resume
ing for a career is to get in is important because it is
volved by doing an internship, the basis of how you pres
taking advantage of leadership ent yourself to the public
opportunities, joining campus and is the foundation of ap
organizations, or using other plying for a job and repre
resources during their time in senting yourself on paper,”
college.
she said.
“Study something you’re
The Student to Profes
passionate about and then sional Conference will take
find
career
opportuni place Jan. 24 from 9 a.m.
ties that have that skill set to 3:30 p.m. Students are
within a major,” Proctor encouraged to register be
said. “Gaining knowledge forehand and can stop by
and experience helps to get between classes if they can
that dream job, and this is not attend the whole day,
just one event or tool that Proctor said. For more in
students can use. It’s never formation, visit www.gvsu.
too early to think about and edu/stp.
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Koleta Moore to speak in Her Series
Today at noon, Koleta Moore will continue the Her Story se
ries. Moore will speak in the Kirkhof Center in Room 2263.
The series provides an opportunity for the Grand Valley State
University community to hear authentic stories of women in
leadership positions at GVSU. Koleta Moore is the assistant
director of Graduate Business Programs.

GV to take part in Recyclemania challenge
For the seventh year, Grand Valley State University is com
peting against hundreds of other universities and colleges
across the country in the Recyclemania challenge. The com
petition will take place from Jan. 19 until March 29. During
that time, GVSU will try to collect the largest amount of re
cyclable goods and generate the lowest amount of trash.The
competition has several different categories, such as Food
Service Organics and Waste Minimization. In 2013, GVSU
was ranked 33rd in the country and first in the state for the
composting category.

GV to participate in National Day of Service
On Saturday, Grand Valley State University faculty, staff
and students will meet at 3 p.m. at the Loosemore Audito
rium for a day of service. Volunteers will be disassembling
electronics for recycling at Comprenew and sorting food
donations for Feeding America. The projects are in honor of
Martin Luther King, Jr., and are a part of the National Day
of Service. The event was organized by the Community Ser
vice Learning Center and the MLK Week Executive Planning
Committee. Reservations are no longer being accepted, but
walk-ins will be approved pending space. Students can find
more information at www.gvsu edu/mlk.

Writing department faculty members to continue
Writers Series
The works of two writing department faculty members from
Grand Valley State University will be featured on Jan. 28 at a
Writers Series event. Amorak Huey and Caitlin Horrocks will
present their works at 7 p.m. in the Cook-Dewitt Center on
the Allendale Campus.The event is free and open to the pub
lic. Huey will read poems from two manuscripts he is work
ing on as well as excerpts from a new chapbook. Horrocks
will be reading from a book she is currently working on.

Uantliorn

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by
emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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GV celebrates MLK Day
Students donate crafts to local and international nonprofits
BY ERIN GROGAN
EGROGAN @ LANTHORN.COM

On Monday, 60 people spread out to
various card tables and began to make
lanyards, dolls, pillowcase dresses and
cards. Down the hall, more volunteers
crocheted hats, decorated bags for
the nonprofit organization Kids Food
Basket, and turned plastic bags into
sleeping mats.
The event, Crafting for the
Community, was held in celebration
of Martin Luther King, Jr. Day and
was sponsored by the Community
Service Learning Center at Grand
Valley State University.
The crafts created at the event were
all upcycled. That is, they were created
from objects that have lesser value.
Colorful lanyards were made out of
small rubber bands. Felt hats and
scarves were made from fabric scraps.

Each craft item created at the event
will be distributed to local and national
nonprofit organizations.
“The lanyards will go to Spectrum
Health Butterworth Hospital, the
scarves and hats go to the Ronald
MacDonald House, and the dresses go
internationally to little girls in places
like Haiti who are in need of clothes,”
said Valerie Jones, assistant director of
Student Life.
Sally
Vissers,
the
women
and gender studies department
coordinator at GVSU, is in charge of
distributing the crafts.
“They mostly go to churches and
missionaries,” Vissers said. “They
contact me and tell me what they need,
though it didn’t start out that way.”
Vissers
started
transforming
dresses out of pillowcases after
answering an advertisement.

“I made 250 dresses for this woman,”
she said. “I went down to Haiti and they
told me they had run out. I saw these
girls lined up waiting for a new dress.
Well, this isn’t new, it’s an old pillowcase,
but it’s new to them. I couldn’t refuse.”
Since then, Vissers has transformed
more than 6,000 pillowcases into
dresses. She has also made sleeping
mats from plastic bags, which are then
shipped to Africa.
“Over there, lots of them have to
sleep on the ground,” Vissers said. “This
way they won’t sink into the mud. I’ve
put handles on them so they can carry
them during the day and not have to
worry about them getting stolen.”
A second group of about 55 students
met later in the day for a second session
of the event. To find other volunteer and
service opportunities, students can visit
www.gvsu.edu/service.

Symbolic march across GV campus
ends with keynote speaker Chuck D.
BY CLAIRE FODELL
ASSISTANrNEWS
@ LANTHORN.COM

GVL | ROBERT MATHEWS / HANNAH MICO

Honoring a legend: The memory of Martin Luther King Jr. lives on at Grand Valley State University with a silent march, a visit
and performance by Fisk University’s choir, and a speech by Chuck D. (top middle) on Monday.

Poverty doesn't end when the whistle blows

GV simulation shows a month in the life of the poor
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI

SBRZEZINSKI@LANTHORN.COM

Each participant was instructed to
select a chair away from anyone they
knew. The chairs were set up in clusters
of two to four seats, representing a
family with low income and no full
time employment — a reality for more
than 15 million U.S. citizens.
On
Monday,
seventy-five
people attended Grand Valley State
University’s
second
consecutive
poverty simulation. The event, which
was a part of the Martin Luther King,
Jr. Day celebrations, was sponsored
by the Womens Center, Black Student
Union and Access of West Michigan.
“Participants of the simulation are
able to experience the daily challenges of
living in poverty, from trying to stretch
every dollar to not having enough time
to access needed community resources,”
said Brittany Dernberger, assistant
director of the Womens Center.
She added that the event was held
on MLK Day because of his Poor
Peoples Campaign.
“The poverty simulations bring
awareness about economic justice to
GVSU’s commemoration of MLK,”
Dernberger said. “King is well known

for his work around racial equity but
less known for his advocacy about
poverty and economic justice.”
During the simulation, each family
was given a packet that contained their
profile. The families ranged from a single
parent household to an elderly couple
with health issues. One single-parent
household consisted of a 25-year-old
mother with two young children, one
healthy and one with asthma.
Although these families differed
in structure, they all lived in
poverty. When the whistle blew,
the week began. Each week was a
fifteen-minute session with the total
simulation being one hour.
About ten different tables were
set up around the room representing
community resources such as a grocery
store, health clinic, bank and caseworker
office. The immediate goals were for
participants to feed their families and
get a job to supplement their meager
income. The ultimate goal was to pay
their rent by the end of the month.
Many participants spent their weeks
waiting in line at the employment office
and others crowded the health clinic
for a sick family member. The families
who did not pay their rent were evicted

and sent to the homeless shelter for the
duration of the simulation.
After the workshop, attendees
broke into small groups to discuss
their experiences and reactions to
their temporary life in poverty. Many
students said they felt frustrated and
angry because they did not have enough
time to do everything they needed. They
said they were discouraged because they
could not get a job or find anyone they
trusted enough to watch their children.
Many admitted to cheating or
stealing in order to provide food or other
necessities. Overall, the participants
said they had a better understanding
and an increased awareness of how the
poor live today.
Brenda Dalecke, poverty education
coordinator at Access of West
Michigan, helped facilitate the event.
Dalecke reminded students that the
simulation is not a game. She added
that one in six Americans currently
receive food stamps.
“At GVSU, its hard because we think
we live in poverty as college students,
but we don’t know what it’s really like,”
a student in attendance said. “We don’t
know what it’s like to make ends meet.”

This
is
the* second
consecutive year that classes
were canceled at Grand Valley
State University in celebration
of Martin Luther King, Jr. Day.
On their day off, many GVSU
students took the time to
commemorate and remember
the legacy of King with the
annual silent march and
keynote speaker.
More than 100 members
of the GVSU community
gathered Monday in front
of Zumberge Hall for the
march, which symbolizes
the march on Washington,
D.C. in August 1963 when
King made his famous “I
Have a Dream” speech.
Sabrina
Elzinga,
a
sophomore at GVSU, was glad
to take time out of her day for
the walk and was hoping for a
very emotional experience.
“I guess I expect the
mood to kind of change,”
Elzinga said before the walk.
“I just think it will be a great
time of reflection.”
The march moved swiftly
and silently from the south
side of campus, across the Little
Mackinac bridge, up the hill
past Fresh foods and across the
pathway between Mackinac
and Manitou halls.
It eventually made its way
back to the Kirkhof Center
where it finished in the Grand
River Room. However, the
celebration was only beginning.
Shortly after, a large crowd

filtered inside the room to listen
to Chuck D., JegendafJWJ^JJIt
and creator of the grout
Enemy. As the crowd t
the room was filled with the
voices of the Fisk Jubilee Singers
from Fisk University.
Before Chuck D. spoke,
President
Thomas
Haas
explained what kind of impact
he believes King had on the
people of his time as well as the
people of today.
“He gave people a sense
of purpose,” Haas said. “A
conviction for a just cause, and
I think that people showed up
there on those steps of the
Lincoln Memorial not for
Dr. King, but for themselves
as you are showing up here
today, for yourself?’
Chuck D. then emphasized
the importance of getting and
using a college degree and
traveling the world.
“It’s not important how you
look like on the outside; it’s
your insides, and to design your
insides it takes a lot of work,” he
said. “Knowledge, wisdom and
understanding does not come
in a microwave.”
Chuck D. also mentioned
the importance of remaining
cautious of giving in to new
technologies.
“They are an unbelievable
tool, but if you ain’t smarter
than your smartphone, you’ve
lost,” he said. “Don’t be crippled
by social media to not learn
anything else on the Internet
other than social media and
taking 7,000 selfies of yourself1

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY?
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What Confucius may have said about Liberal Education

BY NIKKI FISHER
NFISHER 9 LANTHORN.COM

I’m currently enrolled in
a philosophy course, Eastern
Great Philosophers, where
we are reading the Analects,
a major text of Confucian
ism.
The Analects is comprised
of series of quotations, rather
than a straightforward nar
rative. This means that one
must intuit the shape of the
philosophy fragment by frag

ment, rather than passively
receiving an explicit moral
framework.
I enjoy learning in this
method, which keeps you on
your toes rather than forcefeeding you a well-packaged
thesis in its introduction
paragraph, academic essay
style. You have to work for
your understanding, but
once you get it, the resulting
knowledge has depth and
personality.
Now, I don’t claim to be
an expert in Confucianism.
I just started the course two
weeks ago, but already a few
passages of the Analects have
influenced my thinking.
One quote in particular
stuck out to me in my last
reading, so I thought I would
share it with you.

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
APART FROM A COLLEGE DEGREE AND
REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCE, WHAT DO
YOU THINK ARE SOME TRAITS THAT
ARE REQUIRED TO SUCCEED IN THE
PROFESSIONAL SPHERE?
"You need to be a people per
son and know how to interact
with others. Communication is
key."

SHAY WITHERS
Freshman
Social Work
Lansing, Mich.

"Common sense, basic communiation and writing skills.
Communication effectiveness."

JEREMY KNICKERBOCKER
Graduate
Film and Video
Saginaw, Mich.

"In any setting of the world
you have to have the ability
to adapt.Things are always
changing, research is improv
ing. All in all, everyday life is
advancing."
MARIAH ALOERINK
Sophomore
Clinical Exercise Science
Hamilton, Mich.

“The Master said, ‘Exem
plary persons demand them
selves, whereas petty-minded
persons demand others”’
(15.21, translated by Ni).
The Master listed is
Confucius, the revolution
ary thinker and namesake
of the ideology. Though
Confucius did not write the
Analects himself, much like
Plato spoke for Socrates, his
disciplines used the book
as a medium to present his
lessons to the public. Perhaps
this quote seems vague or
biblical.
Perhaps it doesn’t stick
with you as much as it sticks
with me. Perhaps, to you, it’s
common sense. That’s fine.
To me, this quote illus
trates something I’d like to be
better at. An ideological shift

that, I think, could make the
world a little better, a little
less sad. To me, these are
worthy things to think about.
Bring the quote into focus
with your most cherished
interpersonal relationships.
What kind of standards
do you hold for others?
How does this compare to
the standards you hold for
yourself?
The golden rule, we’re
told, is to treat others how
we would like to be treated.
That seems to lead logically
to a place where standards
for the self and others are
equal, too.
That being said, I’m not
sure this actualizes in equal
standards. I think we’re more
selective than that. Rather, I
think, we often hold oth

ers highest to the standards
which we most value. Per
haps that’s honesty or work
ethic, sense of humor or
intellect. You get it. The list
of these values, broad and
specific, goes on and on.
This is something I’m sure
I’m guilty of. But even with a
partner or a close friend, I’m
not sure this is a fair belief to
hold, whether implicitly or
not. Because everyone else
has their own values, too,
and likely, they’re holding
you to them.
If you find someone
whose values line up with
yours, awesome. But odds
are, there will be a discon
nect, a crumple in the chain
somewhere. Are we really
right to impose ourselves on
others this way?

It would be perhaps
better, as Confucius points
out, to reserve the highest
standards for ourselves and
ourselves alone.
Confucianism strives for
transformation of the self.
True learning under this
tradition happens only with
transformation. You can read
all the books you want, but if
they do not change you as an
individual, you may as well
have not read them at all.
Perhaps this is something
we ought to keep in mind
with regard to our liberal ed
ucation: if we attend all these
lectures, write these papers,
and read these textbooks and
they do not transform us as
individuals, perhaps we may
as well have not attended
school at all.

WEB EXCLUSIVE

THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION:

WEB EXCLUSIVE

VIEW NEW LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR ONLINE AT
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EDITORIAL

TAKE THE REINS

GVSU offers many opportunities to develop out-of-classroom skills to make students
more marketable, so we think everyone should be taking advantage of them.
On Friday, the Career Center is host
ing the Student to Professional Confer
ence for its second year. This confer
ence aims to give students exposure to
many workshops in a day-long event
to prepare them for job-searching after
college. And as our rival universities
continue to produce high competition,
these opportunities to improve oneself
are invaluable resources that students
really can’t afford to miss.
Especially for our generation, qualifi
cations for employment are steadily
increasing, with job openings becoming
harder to find and even harder to fill. It
is now becoming seemingly impossible
to find a job without having a college
degree. But a degree is more out of
reach than ever, not only because of HWr
work required but also because even a
student with ambition might not be able

post-graduation preparation workshops
to afford a college education.
So for those lucky students who at
are so crucial for students to attend.
tend and finish college, they’re at a huge
While you may have a college educa
advantage. But there are other skills
tion, you will be immediately eliminated
needed to be at the top of employers’
from the list of possible candidates for a
lists.
job if you send the employer an e-mail
Everyday qualities that are some
that says “ur” instead of “your.” Or even
times too obvious to notice must be
not knowing when to use “your” or
honed to make a good impression.
“you’re.”
Communication, for example, is one
Attending these workshops to
skill that cannot be taken lightly. With
become aware of these slight advan
tages could be the difference between
the increasing integration of technology
into every facet of our lives, spoken and
employment and unemployment.
written eloquence has gone drastically
So in short, take advantage of the
downhill, and fewer students know how
resources available to you while you’re
to construct a full sentence with proper
in college so you can learn these rudigrammar and spe&ng or even send
-mentarjrsyntax rules so that employers
e-mails that are professionally worded - know you have a mastery of the basic
communication skills before they look
and written.
at your degree.
This is one of the biggest reasons
why professional workshops and other

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I CHRISTY SPIELMAN

"A solid network is very
important. Not only do good
references help a resume, but
knowing someone at a com
pany is often a key way to ‘get
your foot in the door."
JASON MEY
Senior
Marketing
Jenison, Mich.

"The ability to communicate
with peers, coworkers, faculty,
bosses and the like will defi
nitely get you far in life. The
way you present yourself will
also have a huge impact."
A.J. BEDARD
Sophomore
Film and Video
Holland, Mich.
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How to be a good roommate

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthoms opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the Grand
Valley State University community.
Student opinions published here do
not necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthom aims
to be a safe vehicle for community
discussion. The Lanthom will not
publish or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not discriminate
against any other views, opinions or
beliefs. The content, information and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty or staff
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved for letters
to the editor only, all other reader

generated content can be submitted
to the Grand Valley Lanthoms
YourSpace
page
by emailing
community@>lanthom.com.
Letters to the editor should
indude the author’s foil name and
relevant title along with a valid email
and phone number for confirming the
identity of the author. Letters should
be approximately 500-650 words in
length, and are not edited by the staff
of the Grand Valley Lanthom outside
of technical errors for darity.
To make a submission, email
at editorial^elanthom.com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at:

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, HI 49401
616-826-8276

Got something to say?
We'll listen.
edltorial@lanthorn.com

BY RICK LOWE
RLOWE@LANTHORN.COM

I think I’ve said at least
once already that the writ
ing I send in to this here
publication is not going to
be anything resembling an
advice column, but here’s a
rare occasion when I am in
fact going to offer up some
advice. Well, not really
advice. More like strong sug
gestions. About rooming and
roommates and living with
people who aren’t your fam
ily and initially are probably
not your bosom buddies.
Disclaimer yes, I realize
that many people who read
this will already know about
these things, and may already
be putting them into practice.
If you’re one of those people,
awesome. If you’re not, and
you know who you are,
well... I’m a-leamin’ you
somethin’ today.

1) After using the bath
room for hygienic needsbrushing your teeth, clipping
your nails, any or all of the
three S’s—take some toilet
paper and clean up after
yourself. I don’t care how
clean you keep yourself or
how pretty everyone tells you
you are, you’re human and
you’re leaving behind bits
and pieces of yourself that
you either no longer need
or want in that bathroom.
You can wash your hands
immediately after, don’t leave
that stuff laying around for
your roommates to have to
encounter the next morning.
You can keep your room as
dirty as you want, but the
bathroom is (usually) not
reserved for you and you
alone.
2) If you leave food laying
around, or leave garbage too
long without taking it out,
you will notice unwanted
houseguests. Ants do not
care who left that unwashed
plate on the carpet or whose
turn it is to take the garbage
out Neither do any of these
other pests, and once they’ve
shown up, they’re going to
multiply two things: their
I

numbers, and the overall ten
sion in the residence.
3) Communicate with
your roommates. This one’s a
triple-header.
A) For example, if I decide
that I want to go for a walk
outside because I like the
nighttime, I mention this to
my roommates. It’s not that
I’m asking their permission:
it’s a safety-thing, in case
there are unsavory characters
about with naughty desires
and injurious implements
who prevent me from mak
ing it back to the apartment
when I said I was going to be
back.
B) Sharing food and game
consoles is another thing that
needs to be communicated.
Some people mind if their
roommates eat the fridge
and everything in it Me and
mine have a simple rule for
food: “No name? Fair game.”
Likewise we have a rule for
electronics: “Ask first in case
I was planning on using it”
That’s stuff like John’s 360
and my PS3, that either of
us has fun using. We don’t
touch each other’s laptops,
though—those are sacro
sanct.
V

C) I’ve found that it’s bet
ter to speak with “could,” not
“should.” It’s best to suggest.
If you get commandeer
ing or tyrannical with your
roommates, I guarantee you
that relationship’s going to
sink faster than an X-Wing in
a baycu. We’re all grown
ups now, yeah? We’re not
each other’s bosses. One
more thing on communi
cation: Passive-aggressive
sticky notes are only funny
in Cards Against Human
ity. Don’t leave them laying
around—grow a spine and
speak politely to your room
mate when you have an issue
with them. That right there
is a respect issue that says “I
view you as an equal, worthy
of talking to, instead of an
inferior who’s only fit to read
my issuances of orders.”
These are just a couple
of smallish things that can
save you some dorm-drama.
If you know me personally,
you may be frowning and
thinking “but Rick, you really
haven’t had a lot of drama or
problems with your room
mates.” To which I would
smile at you, nodding, and
say “exactly.”

•♦ * • ••
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

A student response to MLK celebration on campus
To the Editors of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn,
Let me just preface and say
Martin Luther King did not
die for this—or rather: he was
not assassinated for this. And
by “this,” 1 am referring to the
disappointing celebratory pro
grams used to commemorate
this great man’s legacy.
And a great man indeed,
full of revolutionary spirit
and an overwhelming hope
to defeat white supremacy,
militarism, and poverty. How
ever, we do not hear of this
version. The version we hear
tears apart and whitewashes
his actual ideology to portray
a watered-down depiction
of this icon to fit into some
hidden hegemonic agenda. I
thought this portrayal would
alter once I entered college,
but I stand corrected.
Wanting to become active
in MLK day, I decided to sign
up for the poverty simulation.
I did not have high expecta

LGBT community, someone
can be fired for being gay or
trans*. Seeing as we live in a
heteronormative society, this
leads to employment and
housing discrimination that
disproportionately affects this
community which adds to
that “cumulative” statistic of
poverty. There is also the fact
homelessness is so widespread
within our world. Just locally,
there are nineteen unoccu
pied, available housing units
for every one person living
in poverty. Although unfor
tunately, I did not hear these
facts come from any of the
facilitators.
Furthermore, there was
no explanation given to why
poverty is so prevalent in our
society. Why are so many
people in poverty if we are
living in the richest nation
in the world? There was no
talking of the fact that we live
in a society where everything
is commodified and con sum-

tions going into this, but I
never thought I would leave
feeling so disrespected. Firstly,
we must address that dur
ing the simulation, cumula
tive statistics were given to
emphasize the mass of people
living in poverty. Race and
gender identities were used
to show the discrimination
of people affected by poverty.
Yet, people of the lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender
(LGBT) community, veterans,
undocumented citizens, and
people who have been incar
cerated and/or have criminal
records were failed to be
mentioned in these statistics.
Black people and “refugees”
were only used as examples
to further the emphasis of the
amount of poverty rather than
explain why the statistics are
so discriminatory to certain
identities in poverty.
For example, seeing as
Michigan has not passed an
anti-discrimination act for the
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erism is placed on a pedestal
before our personhood. There
was no mention of the fact
that people do not have equal
access to education, affordable
healthcare, and opportunities
to housing and employment—
which are all reasons for why
poverty bums so vehemently
through this society and why
it is so hard for someone
already bom into poverty to
ever achieve more. In this
simulation, people were just
poor and they were forced to
struggle the rest of their lives
like this, well, just because.
There was also patronizing
comments made during the
simulation such as: “Did you
have time to read your child a
bedtime story?” or “Did you
discuss potential college plans
with your child?” Directly
insinuating that if you are in
poverty and trying to provide
basic necessities for your child,
you are not able to emotion
ally be there and support your
child and therefore, you can
never actually be considered a
“good parent.”
And the entire time, it was
said: “Do not treat this as a
game.” But, how can we treat
this as a realistic situation
when we are not being edu
cated accurately on systemic
issues? There were options
between spending money on
food for the week or taking
your child to the doctor, but
it was never stated that some
people are not even afforded
these choices in real life.
We are on a campus where
the shade of white is all too fa
miliar and the idea of diversity
is more of a strategic tactic to
recruit students rather than
implementing realistically
on our campus. The statistic
of white children living in
poverty was just above twelve
percent which was used com
paratively to black and Latino
people living in poverty at
almost forty percent, but there
was no explanation for why
this gap was so significant
This leaves students reaf
firming their subconscious
stereotypical prejudices of why
people of color are dispropor

Persevering: As the silent march made its way across
campus, more people joined in to increase the impact.
tionately not succeeding in
our society of “meritocracy,”
but white folk somehow just
are. For as much as we over
use and abuse the “I have a
dream” speech, those statistics
share a discouraging view
that we are far from living in a
racially equal society.
MLK once said “Nothing
in the world is more danger
ous than sincere ignorance
and conscientious stupidity.”
So, when we do not cover
why the statistic of people
living in poverty is so racially
segregated, we are educating
ignorance. When we are not
inclusive to all identities suf
fering from a life of poverty,
we are educating ignorance.
And when we do not address
why poverty even exists this
ultimately prepares students
with a life of ignorance, we are
setting up these students to
perpetuate the cycle of pov
erty. If anything, this program

just allowed students to leave
this simulation with a sense
of relief that they were not
“poor.” This left students with
a coping mechanism for classist guilt rather than actually
educating.
One cannot instill the
struggle, the pain, and the fear
of living in poverty within two
hours to a majority of people
who have not and might
never have to experience such
circumstances. And it deeply
saddens me that Grand Val
ley thinks we can overcome
poverty by attempting to
co-opt other people’s suffer
ing. We cannot continue to
project ideas of diversity and
liberal education if we keep
providing these surface-level
programs and ideals. I should
be able to leave a program
with new information that 1
did not already have.
RachaeHJlansett
Junior
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VINYL ISN'T

The Pyramid Scheme hosts Hun That Shit to highlight DJs with all-vinyl rap collections

BY DAVID SPECHT
DSPECHT@LANTMORN.COM

When an entire music library can be stored on a device
smaller than a stick of chewing gum, it seems unlikely to find
a DJ combing through rows of milk crates resembling a sec
tion of a record store on stage during a performance. Unless,
of course, that DJ was one of the hosts of “Run That Sh!t” —an all-vinyl rap takeover hosted by The Pyramid Scheme on
)an. 15.
Featuring Grand Rapids’ locals Mike Saunders aka Mr. Fa
bles, Andrew Christopoulos aka Dreas, and DJ Backteeth, the
event cost only $5. But while the price was right, the weather
was not, and the result was a house that was less than packed.
However, for those passionate about true hip-hop, including
the DJs, the size of the crowd had little to do with their level
of enjoyment.
“I think the all-vinyl format is special to us (DJs) because
we not only have a love for the music, but also a love for the
history and culture behind it,” Christopoulos said. “Vinyl
does a better job of bridging music and history together than
an MP3.”
Christopoulos explained that a themed all-vinyl event
such as RTS encourages more of a creative dialogue than just
plugging in a computer and playing. DJs must get their crates
together and decide on what route to take, while also com
municating with the other DJs to make sure everyone is on
the same page.
On Thursday, the sets were dominated by late-80s/early90s East Coast classics such as Big Pun, Nas and Gang Starr, as
well as lesser-known MCs of the same region and era, such as
Jeru The Damaja and The Beatnuts. Also thrown into the mix
were bits of neosoul and jazz rap, such as that of The Roots,
as well as West Coast sounds from artists including Eazy-E
and Ice-T.
The sets were well blended with smooth transitions be
tween tracks, allowing listeners to enjoy a wide variety of
hip-hop that spanned eras and regions. But by looking at the
numbers, its clear that it isn’t just the DJs who are reviving
this format of music. The year of 2013 was a dreary one for
the music industry.
According to Nielson SoundScan, not only did CD sales
drop by 14 percent, but digital music downloads, such as
purchases through iTunes, faltered as well. However, one
medium of music that didn’t flounder was vinyl, which ex
perienced a 33 percent increase in sales from the previous
year.
It seems as though vinyl records have made an impressive
comeback in an era that is becoming increasingly dominated

Going retro: Andrew Christopoulos was one of the DJs who mixed during Run That Sh!t at the Pyramid Scheme on Thursday.
The set included all-vinyl rap collections from three different DJs, who brought a retro feel to the downtown venue.

by music streaming services such as Pandora.
While the practicality of the bulky, fragile discs certainly
doesn’t play into their popularity, the experience that comes
with them, according to Mike Saunders, definitely does.
“For some people, they like to see that the DJ actually went
out and collected the records,” Saunders said. “There are sto
ries of finding records, digging through crates in basements.
You make a lot of friends who put you on to great records and
try to do the same for them.”

The organic sound of a record playing has also played a
role in its popularity. Filled with hisses and pops, vinyl fills
the air with a warm sound that more modern mediums lack.
“It’s also about nostalgia,” Saunders said. “Remembering
when those records came out and how excited you were to go
to the record store, or how hype you were when you went to
shows or parties and the DJs were spinning these records. For
those of us that remember that, it brings back good memo-

Bowdle added that he
wanted to distinguish this
Grand Valley State Uni series from some of the
versity’s “Projection: The psychology film series he
film series” unites psychol has seen at other universi
ogy and cinema with its ties, which typically focus
selection of classic movies, on clinical issues. While
which are not only critical including that focus area,
ly acclaimed but also probe movies are selected that
also cover cultural, cog
the minds of their viewers.
“The promise of us chal nitive and developmental
lenging or outright blow psychology.
Before each film is
ing your mind is what will
make you want to come to shown, there is an intro
this series,” said psychology duction that explains its
professor Todd Williams, cultural and historical con
co-host of the series. “There text, as well as the psycho
are very few legal things logical themes. After, there
that you can do that are bet is an open discussion about
ter than this. Plus, it is free.” the movie and the reactions
The series was created of audience members.
Brian Bieganski, a stu
in 2007 by Brian Bowdle,
a professor of GVSU’s psy dent majoring in psychol
chology department. One ogy, first attended a film
of the goals was to offer session last year when one
of his night
students
the
classes
was
chance to see
canceled. What
a number of
drew him to
inventive
and
the series were
thought-pro We aim to hit
these open dis
voking
films
on as many of cussions after
that might oth
the films.
erwise not be these areas
“Students
on their radar.
as possible...
can learn much
The screenings
from going to
of the films this
BRIAN BOWDLE
the Projection
semester
be PROFESSOR
series,”
Bie
gan Jan. 15 and
ganski
said.
will
continue
to show on Wednesdays in “Whether it’s something
room 114 of Lake Michigan about a particular mental
disorder or a certain rela
Hall until April 16.
Williams said that this tionship between people,
series provides a forum for or even how a film was
people who like to be chal produced or the original
lenged with new ideas and idea that inspired it, there
meet others from a range of is much that everyone, not
different background and just psychology or film ma
disciplines, and this type of jors, can learn.”
Everyone is allowed
experience is what a liberal
to express their opinions
arts education is about.
The movies that will be or ideas without judg
featured this winter will ment, and there isn’t the
or
pressure
cover topics such as spiri reluctance
tuality, prejudice, sexuality that sometimes exists in a
classroom setting, he said.
and psychopathology.
There
is also a concession
“We aim to hit on as
many of these areas as pos stand run by Psi Chi that
sible each term by selecting offers different snacks and
a variety of films showing beverages, and the pro- *,
«
various aspects of the hu ceeds go to charity.
For more information, <
man condition,” Bowdle
said. “In the process, we visit the GVSU Projection •
hope to illustrate how psy Film Series’ Facebook page J
chological science can be for movie trailers and other *
used to better understand information about the se- *,
ries.
•
our lives."
BY CENIQUEYELDELL

CYELDELL@LANTHORN.COM

Song to rtmembtr: The Fisk Jubilee Singers choir visited the Grand Valley State University campus for Martin Luther King Jr.
Day to honor the civil rights leader with songs. The singers were met with a standing ovation.

Fisk Jubilee Singers honor MLK with a cappella
BY MARY MATTINGLY
ARTS@LANTHORN.COM

While many events planned
at Grand Valley State Univer
sity on Monday were dedicated
to honoring Martin Luther
King, Jr. through speeches and
demonstrations, the Fisk Jubi
lee Singers ensamble celebrated
the leader with music.
“We should know these
songs because they are a part
of our history,” said Paul Kwami, director of the Fisk Jubilee
Singers. “Slaves created these
songs (while working on) plan
tations, but the original Fisk
Jubilee Singers arranged them
so that they can be performed
onstage.”
The Fisk Jubilee Singers is

an a cappella ensemble of cur
rent Fisk University students,
a college located in Nashville,
Tenn. The ensemble performed
four traditional African Ameri
can spirituals under the direc
tion of Paul Kwami.
The performance was met
with a standing ovation.
“There are times when the
audience plays a big part in
our performances,” Kwami
said after the concert. “Today
we had a wonderful audience.
Some audiences we have will
shout, clap or move (while the
ensemble performs) and the
audience today (did) not...but
I could tell from their facial ex
pressions that they were enjoy
ing the performance. It was a
give-and-take experience with
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the audience and a beautiful
environment to perform in.”
The group was invited to
GVSU by the wife of H. James
Williams, former dean of GVSUs Seidman College of Busi
ness and professor of account
ing, who was recently selected
to be the next president of Fisk
After the ensemble’s arrival, it
was introduced by Williams,
who informed the audience of
its history.
“We thank this commu
nity for allowing us to take
him awayf said Kwami during
the Singers’ performance. “I
personally believe that he will
make a great mark at Fisk”
The Fisk Jubilee Singers was
founded in 1871 to raise funds
for the then-five-year-old Fisk
George L White, the treasurer
and music director of the pri
vate liberal arts university,
organized the original group
of nine students. Its tour suc
ceeded both in raising funds
and introducing the rest of the
world to the music of African
American spirituals.
Today, the Fisk Jubilee
Singers continue to travel and
receive widespread acclaim.
Under the direction of Kwami
for the past 19 years, in 2007
the ensemble was invited by
the U.S. Embassy to perform
in Ghana and celebrate its 50th
independence
anniversary.
Among its other awards in
clude the 2008 National Medal
of Arts.
At GVSU, the group per
formed a short program of
four spirituals: “Steal Away to
Jesus," “Honor, Honor,” “Old
Time Religion,” and “I Know
I’ve Been Changed.” Kwami

did not direct the group during
performances, and ensemble
members instead relied on
each other for direction.
“This gives the students the
opportunity to communicate
with each other, and they are
not distracted from the audi
ence,” Kwami said. “Their focus
is not on me (directing) but the
music.”
The lack of a director during
performances, which has been
a practice of the group since be
fore Kwami took over, harkens
back to traditional African mu
sic, where there is never a direc
tor but a song leader.
“I typically select the songs,”
Kwami said. “For this perfor
mance, I selected the (rep
ertoire). I look for the atmo
sphere — we were actually not
going to perform ‘Steal Away;
but after that beautiful intro
duction (by Williams), I decid
ed the group would open with
that song.”
Ensemble members sang
freely, swaying to the rhythm,
closing their eyes and with
some members gesturing dur
ing songs’ climatic moments.
The spirituals featured aspects
of traditional African music,
with some call - and - response
and rhythmic changes. The
conclusion of the performance
brought about applause and
cheers from the audience.
“It was very inspiring, I felt
a tear,” said audience member
I^aShawntelle Carson-Pops af
ter the ensemble’s performance.
“It inspired me to see other col
lege students my age out there,
making a change... it inspired
me to go out into my commu
nity and make a change.”
I
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SHORTS
GVSU takes on No.
23LSSU
The
Grand Valley
State University men's
basketball
team
will
have an opportunity to
claim a share of first
place atop the GLIAC
standings tonight with
an upset victory over
No. 23 Laker Superior
State University at the
Fieldhouse Arena at 8
p.m.
GVSU
already
knocked off a ranked
GLIAC team at home
once this season when
it claimed a 81-76 vic
tory over the University
of Findlay on Jan. 4.
LSSU is the top team
in the conference with
an 8-2 GLIAC record,
while GVSU is one of
five teams with a 7-3 re
cord.

Midseason Grades: Laker men on the right track
GV can claim a share of first place tonight with win over LSSU
BY JAY BU8HEN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

here is a student in the world of academics
who is too often overlooked.

T

The type of student that shows up to class,
puts in the work, puts in the time and ultimately
gets rewarded with a decent grade. Not necessarily
on the Deans List yet, but on the cusp. The effort is
there, and the results will likely follow.
The Grand Valley State University mens
basketball team is like this student. The effort is
there.
GVSU, a team with three first-year starters in
its rotation, is just one upset victory away from
sharing the best record atop the GLIAC standings.
It has found ways to grind out victories and appears
to be heading in the right direction.
Here is a look at how the team has done so far:

OVERALL GPA: 3.28 (B+)
RECORD: 11-3, 7-3 GLIAC

GVSU softball adds
six recruits

BACKCOURT: B+

Grand Valley State
University's softball
head coach recently an
nounced the addition of
six athletes who will be
joining his program this
fall and will be eligible
to play during the 2015
season.
The high school stu
dents are: Tanner Kiessel
(Portage,
Mich./
Portage Central), Court
ney Reinhold (Saginaw,
Mich./Swan
Valley),
Kaylie Rhynard (Shep
herd,
Mich.), Teagan
Shomin (Grand Rapids,
Mich./Northview), Tay
lor Sparks (Fort Wayne,
Ind./Concordia
Luther
an), and Heather Sperlazzo (Carol Stream, III./
Glenbard North).
The Lakers won the
Midwest Regional cham
pionship and advanced
to the NCAA Division II
College World Series for
the second time in pro
gram history a year ago
with a record of 46-9.

The best is yet to come for the Laker guards.
Fifth-year senior point guard Rob Woodson
and junior guard Ryan Sabin have combined to
make a formidable one-two punch through 14
games. They not only combine to lead the team
in scoring with more than 25 points per game,
but also in experience and leadership.
Woodson, the team’s vocal leader, has been
efficient in the offensive end and is shooting
49.1 percent from the Field. He also leads the
team in assists and steals.
Sabin leads the team in minutes and points
per game and has notched double-digit scoring
outputs in 12 of 14 contests thus far. His desire
to improve on a daily basis seems to set the tone
for the Lakers.
“No games are easy from now on,” he said.

Triple threat: Ryan Sabin handles the ball during an earlier game this season. Sabin and the Lakers have
enjoyed a relatively successful season so far but look to continue their positive streak.

“We all need to do a little bit more to make
ourselves better, because we haven’t been
playing the best.”
The perimeter play has been even better
since freshman guard Luke Ryskamp was
inserted into the starting lineup five games ago.
Ryskamp can score from the wing in a
number of ways. He can shoot from beyond
the arc, he is comfortable attacking the rim,
and he can hit free throws. In fact, he leads the
team in free-throw shooting percentage after
connecting on 21-of-26 to start his career.
“Luke is a young guy, a freshman — a rising

GLIAC

SCHEDULE
W. BASKETBALL
Tonight vs. LSSU 6 p.m
Saturday at Northwood 4
p.m.
M. BASKETBALL
Tonight vs. LSSU 8 p.m.
Saturday at Northwood 6
p.m.
INDOORTRACK
Friday at SVSU 4 p.m.
SWIM & DIVE
Saturday vs. Findlay 1
p.m.

FRONT COURT: B
SEE M. BBALL ON A8
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Midseason Grades: GV shows promise
Lakers manage ups and downs, look for consistency in last stretch
BY PETE BARROWS

RECORD. 8-6 (6-4 GUAC)

ASSISTANTSPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

ear Grand Valley State University
students, fans, parents, guardians,
Louie the Laker and to whom else it
may concern:
The Lanthorn provides regular updates to
you about your team’s progress by publishing
weekly articles, box scores and, in this our
latest edition, by sending home a report
card. Once a semester, we provide you with
updates on your teams’ achievements, as they
adhere to our own regimented standards.
Included in this particular midterm report
card is important information detailing the
GVSU women’s basketball team and their
performance halfway through the 2013-2014
season — on and off the court.
There is also information about how
the Lady Lakers have fared in obtaining
measurable objectives, with 12 games
remaining to make the mark.
No standardized tests, pop quizzes or
parental signatures required. Just grades, selfassessed, for and by a team still learning as
it goes.

D

GVSU welcomes
Michigan, Michigan
State forT&F event
For the second con
secutive year, Grand
Valley State University
will host one of the big
gest indoor track and
field events in the state
of Michigan by welcom
ing six local institutions
to compete at the Kelly
Family Sports Center on
Feb. 1.
GVSU will take on
Hillsdale College, Lewis
University, St. Joseph's
University
and
Lin
coln University to start
things off in an impor
tant day of NCAA Divi
sion II action.
There will be a 1-versus-2 battle in the event,
as the No. 2 Laker wom
en will have a chance at
competing with No. 1
Lewis
The University of
Michigan will then com
pete against Michigan
State University in a
dual meet at 6 p.m.

star — probably going to end up being a Grand
Valley great,” junior forward Chaz Rollins said.
“Rob, as far as creating and getting into the lane,
may be the best guard in the GLIAC. Sabin?
He’s like our number one guy. He creates, he
hits shots — he does a lot for us."
If the trio continues to improve at the
3-point and free-throw lines, it could go from
formidable to dangerous in a hurry.

On the move: Meryl Cripe drives the ball against a recent
opponent. The Lakers have been up and down this season.

The Lakers have been unable to amass
more than three consecutive wins this
season but have also avoided accruing more
than three straight losses. Currently in a
three-game skid, GVSU will return home
Thursday to don retro uniforms and tend to a
currently unblemished record while playing
in Allendale, Mich.
“We’re just maybe a little above average
production on a consistent basis,” head coach
Janel Burgess said. “Not trying to be easy
or hard — just transparent, and our young
ladies know that. I’m eager for us to continue
to grind it out this season and enjoy each and
every opportunity daily to get better.”

OFFENSE C+
At times this season, in a 77-68 victory
over visiting Findlay University for instance,
the Laker offense has played at an A level.
The offense has even played at an A grade for
entire stretches of games, like it did during a
three-game period between Jan. 2 and Jan. 9,
but an A at times is not an A.

OVERALL GRADE: B
SEE W. BBALL ON A8
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T&F TEAMS PREP FOR MEET AT SVSU

Donson: 'Rivalry isn’t secluded to football or basketball'

BY TATE BAKER
TBAKER@LANTHORN.COM

hen the Grand Valley State University
men’s and women’s indoor track and field
teams travel across the state this weekend
for the latest installment of Battle of the
bragging rights won’t be the only thing on the line.
The rivalry meet will give GVSU a feel of what
the 2014 GLIAC Indoor Championships will be
like, as the Lakers will be competing on a similar
200-meter track.
“It’s a little bit of a difference, racing on a
200-meter track, rather than the 300-meter track,
which we have here,” GVSU head coach Jerry Baltes
said. “It’s a great opportunity for us to get a feel for
what the GLIAC Championships will be like.”
There’s no doubt that athletes from both sides
of the meet will be competing with a little more
adrenaline than usual.
The Lakers and Cardinals just seem to bring
their A-game against one another.
“The rivalry isn’t secluded to football or
basketball, or any single sport for that matter,”
sophomore thrower Blake Donson said. “We
want to keep the win tally in our favor. Coming
away with a win over Saginaw Valley is a goal on
everyone’s mind. I can guarantee you that.”
Both GVSU teams have been on a roll lately.

W

The No. 2 Laker women will be looking for their
sixth consecutive first-place finish of the season,
while the No. 4 Laker men will try to carry the
momentum from last week’s first-place finish at the
Mike Lints Alumni Open — their fourth first-place
finish.
Valleys,
“It’s going to be a really competitive meet. We
will definitely be prepared and ready to go,” Donson
said. “We just need to stay focused on our primary
goals. We all know what we have to do individually.
It’s up to us to put it all together.”
Both GVSU squads appear to be in tip-top
shape, as evidenced by their standings in the
initial USTFCCCA polls, but that doesn’t mean the
student athletes are satisfied with their status.
The Lakers know they’ll need to improve in
order to compete for first place at nationals, and it
starts with qualifying as many athletes as possible.
“This team is resilient, (and) we aren’t content
with mediocre efforts,” sophomore thrower Laura
Schroeder said. “Everyone wants to do everything
in their power to qualify for nationals. That’s one
of our main focuses: to qualify more people to
nationals at each and every meet.”
The SVSU meet should provide the Lakers with
a great opportunity to do just that.
The dual will start at 4 p.m. at the James E.
O’Neil Arena in University Center, Mich.

Curves: Katie Shaheen and Natalie Nelson
running the 1 mile run at the Bob Eubanks open.

“Personally, I want to do everything I can to
improve on my marks in hopes of moving up on
the national leaderboards,” Schroeder said. “I’m
positive that all my teammates feel the same way.”

Buy. Sell, and Promole!
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HOCKEY

Club hockey team seeks revenge in ACHA Championship rematch
BY ADAM KNORR
AKNORR@LANTHORN.COM

On th« chase: Junior Brad Wilhelm chases down a player from Northern Michigan
University. The club hockey team looks to take on Michigan State University, an unexpected
rival, to determine who breaks ahead in the tight 6-6-1 series.

M. BBALL
CONTINUED FROM A7

GVSU may be one of the more undersized
teams in the conference, but it gets away
with it thanks to the play of Rollins and
sophomore forward Ricky Carbajal.
“We don’t quite have the size and power
that we’ve had at times, so we’ll continue to
try and work on our inside scoring,” head
coach Ric Wesley said. “Chaz has helped us
here as of late. There’s always areas we need
to work on, but for the most part we’re pretty
happy.”
Rollins (6’7”) and Carbajal (6’6”) have
been solid defensively but may need to
attack more on the other end of the court.
Carbajal is the x-factor.
He ranks third on the team with 10.2
points per game but will need to be more
assertive in the latter half of the season. He
averaged 18.3 points in the team’s first three
contests but has not been taking as many
shots since. He’s shown he can score, and the
team will need him down the stretch.
Rollins, who ranks sixth in the conference
with 6.9 rebounds per game, will also need
to attack more offensively. He has been in
the starting rotation for seven games and has
shown the ability to dominate.
He recently produced the team’s best
individual performance of the season in a 7566 loss at Walsh University on Jan. 9, when
he blew up for 26 points and 18 rebounds. If

he can bring that tenacity consistently, the
team will be just fine down low.
“Our front line is pretty solid defensively,”
he said. “We’re not where we need to be yet
but we’re still working, we’re getting there.”

BENCH: B+
GVSU would not be where it is without
the contributions of its bench, and it all starts
with sophomore guard Darren Kapustka.
Kapustka hit three game-winning shots
early in the season and may be the team’s
best shooter from beyond the arc. He has hit
21-of-55 from long range.
The team will also need junior center
Darren Washington, freshman forward
Trevin Alexander and sophomore guard
Ernijs Ansons to chip in on a night-in-andnight-out basis. Each of the four role players
will need to contribute in the final 12 games
of the regular season.
“Our bench is very important — and very
solid,” Rollins said. “A lot of the guys on our
bench could start at other programs.”

OFFENSE: BThe Lakers play a slowed-down brand of
basketball, which is why their points-pergame average of 71.2 ranks in the lowest
quarter of the 16-team conference.
It’s an execution-based offense, and it’s
been good when it’s had to be.

W. BBALL
CONTINUED FROM A7

It’s a glimpse.
“Our shots don’t always fall when we need them to, but
we take care of the ball, have great ball movement and can
be very hard to defend with our great depth,” Burgess said.
“We are very capable of playing at an A level; we just need
more consistency.”
Sophomore transfer Bailey Cairnduff leads the Lakers
with 12.6 points per game and has scored in double figures
in 11 of 14 games this season, including a 29-point careerhigh outburst in a game against Walsh University.
Senior guard Dani Crandall is second on the team with
10.5 points per game but leads the Lakers with 39 assists
and 43 free throws made. Junior Kat LaPrairie averages 8.1
points per game.
Freshman forward Kayla Dawson has scored in double
figures in seven games this season and is fourth in scoring
with a 7.7 points per game average. Classmate and guard
Piper Tucker is fifth with 6.8 points per game.
“The upperclassmen know the offense like the back of
their hand, but the newbies and the freshmen are starting to
get the hang of it,” junior point guard and igniter of offense
Meryl Cripe said. “Sometimes we get a little rushed, a little
excited and we could afford to be more patient sometimes,
but I think we’re on the right track.”

DEFENSE: C
The Laker defense has done enough to stay in games, like
it did in back-to-back games in Ohio in mid-December;
GVSU held Tiffin to 52 points before limiting Old Dominican
University to 55.
The Laker defense has also forced steals — 93 to their
opponents’ 79, but has broken more than it has bent and has
struggled with lapses, particularly during a most recent road
trip to the Upper Peninsula.
“To be honest, in the sense of where we’ve been in the
last four games, we’ve given up way too many points and we
can’t afford to do that,” Burgess said. “We’re so streaky. When
we’re on, we’re on and we can shut people down, but lately,
we’ve lost our way a little bit.
“I think we’re forgetting some little things that are
hurting us in the end and we’ve got to get back to our basic
principles.”

TRANSITION: A
When the Lakers do what they do best, they run like
water. And when they’re at their best, there are few levees
that can contain them.

r

f

The players don’t remem
ber when it started. For them,
it has always been there.
Head coach Mike Forbes
isn’t sure either, despite being
with the Grand Valley State
University mens club hock
ey team since 2007, but one
thing is sure: when the Lak
ers play Michigan State Uni
versity, it’s not just another
hockey game.
GVSU (15-6-1) has played
MSU 13 times since the 20082009 season. Neither team
has been able to gain much
separation from the other, as
they stand deadlocked at 6-61 over that span.
The similarities don’t end
there.
As two of the premier
ACHA Division II teams in
the state, GVSU and MSU
consistently have an ideal
stage to showcase their rival
ry. In 2010-2011, the Lakers
took on the Spartans in the
Division II National Cham
pionship. GVSU cruised to
victory with an impressive
offensive output, winning the
championship handily 6-1.
In 2012-2013, it was the
Spartans’ turn to ruin GVSU’s title hopes, toppling the
Lakers 6-3 in the second na
tional championship meet
ing between the teams in
three years.
While many players get
wrapped up in the cloud of

enmity shrouding the series,
Forbes sees it as just another
opportunity to gain ground
in the standings and gauge
his team’s play.
“The MSU series is a
pretty strong barometer for
where we are as a team,” he
said. “In the past few years
we’ve played a little tenta
tively in their building. We’re
playing to lose sometimes.
We just have to get ourselves
into a particular mindset.”
GVSU will host the Spar
tans on Friday night before
traveling to East Lansing for
an encore on Saturday in the
first two games of the series
since last year’s champion
ship bout.
“Losing a champion
ship game is something that
you can never stop thinking
about — it’s always in the
back of your head,” senior
goalie Scott Teifenthal said.
“Being that close to reach
ing your ultimate goal for a
hockey season and not get
ting the job done is a hard
reality to deal with.
“To say that the finals loss
last year was a big motiva
tor to come back better and
stronger this year would be
an understatement.”
GVSU has done just that.
Thanks to the line-shuffling
courtesy of Forbes and some
swift adaptation by the Laker
forwards, the team heads into
its rivalry weekend with 11
wins in their last 13 games.

“That’s one of the biggest things Coach
Wesley preaches is execution, execution,
execution,” Rollins said. “If things go wrong,
but we execute, everybody can play well,
everybody can have an opportunity to score,
and that will help us against good teams with
strong defenses.”
However, it’s an offense that can disappear
during games because a lot of shots come
from the perimeter, and the team ranks
11th in the conference in 3-point-shooting
percentage at 35.6 percent. It is also the
third-worst team in the GLIAC at the freethrow line at 65.5 percent.

DEFENSE: A. CoomOl
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It’s the strength of the team.
The Lakers frustrate opponents with their
ability to stick a hand in the face (sometimes
on the face) of their opponents. They limit
teams to shooting just 39.5 from the field —
the lowest mark in the conference.
GVSU also surrenders just 65.0 points
per game, the second-lowest average in the
GLIAC.
“The best teams in the conference are
going to be the best defensive teams,”
Wesley said. “It’s very close and there’s a
lot of balance. It comes down to four, five
possessions a game where a team gets a
little mini run and that’s often going to be
the difference. If you look at the scores,
the teams at the top are the ones that are

“When we get the opportunity to get out in transition,
we’re in great shape,” Burgess said. “Our defense has to
embrace itself because we’re tremendous when we can get
up and down the court and set the tempo, as we did against
Findlay.”

The rejuvenated offense is
averaging 5.2 goals per game
over that stretch, owed large
ly to significant production
from all four forward lines.
MSU (7-15) may be hav
ing an uncharacteristically
disappointing year in the
standings, but the Lakers
won’t plan on taking it lightly.
They also won’t plan on
taking as many penalties as
they did in the title game.
The penalty box proved to
be a coffin for GVSU in the
6-3 championship defeat. The
Laker penalty kill struggled
to slow down MSU’s impres
sive powerplay, which scored
four goals in the game.
“Staying out of the box and
walking away from costly sit
uations will be key,” senior co
captain Nick Heinrich said.
“In every game that we have
won, there have been less than
12 penalties in the game.
“We’ve said on multiple
occasions this season that the
only team that has beat us is
ourselves. We haven’t been
dominated in a game so far.”
With any good rivalry
comes an increased aura of
intensity, which often leads
to rising emotions and illtempered penalties. GVSU
will have to avoid both this
weekend.
The rivals will clash at the
Georgetown Ice Arena on
Friday at 9 p.m. before the
Saturday game in East Lan
sing, Mich.

probably the best defensively.”

COACHING: AWesley deserves some credit.
“We don’t have the benefit of having the
veteran leadership or experience that some
of the teams have,” he said. “The teams
that are the top have good senior players.
We’ve got to find a way to get our first and
second year guys to raise their level of
play and expectations, determination and
toughness.”
His ability to guide the Lakers to 11-3
should not be overlooked. Many of the
players on the roster are either freshman
or transfers, but that hasn’t mattered.
He is not the type of coach who looks too
far ahead, and by focusing on improving
on a day-to-day basis, he has built a team
capable of making a late-season push in a
conference that doesn’t appear to have a
legitimate contender to this point.
“We need to maximize our possessions
and be tough and hard-nosed defensively,”
he said. “It sounds simple, but there’s really
no aspect of the game that you can be weak
at and have a chance to win these games
because it’s so close between each team.”
The Lakers may not be a “Dean’s
List” type of team yet, but they won’t be
overlooked any time soon. They’re on the
right track. A B+ type of team with a lot of
potential.

missing, that’s on us — both outside and inside the paint,”
Crandall said. “We’re able to get into the paint, but then
we’re also missing bunnies.
“We just have to stay tough, hungry and finish.”

CONSISTENCY: B- / C+
BENCH: A- / B+
Cairnduff and Crandall lead GVSU with 27.6 and 26
minutes per game on average, respectively.
Although there are seven Lakers that average 15 minutes
per game or more, including two freshman, Tucker and
guard Taylor Lutz, who average more than 20 minutes per
game, and another, Dawson, who averages 15.8.
“Our freshmen are continuing to come along, but we’re
still looking for some depth in areas that we haven’t found it
in, yet,” Crandall said. “We have consistency issues at times,
but I think overall, they’ve done great things for us.”
The Lakers frequently rotate up to 10 players in and out
and have adjusted their starting five throughout the season.
“Our depth off the bench is awesome and has been a huge
advantage for us this season,” Cripe said. “It throws our
opponents off guard and keeps our legs fresh, which allows
us to push the pace like to do”

FRONT COURT: O
Junior Daina Grazulis and sophomore Jill Steinmetz are
both listed as centers for GVSU, although sophomore power
forward Grace Sanchez has also received time at the 5-spot.
Steinmetz has paced the Lakers with nine blocks, but it’s
guards Cairnduff (5.1) and Crandall (5.4) who lead GVSU
in rebounds per game. As a team, the Lakers have been outrebounded 558-545.
“Paint production and having a low post presence has
really been a struggle for us and we have to be able to fill that
void,” Crandall said. “I think that’s one of the areas where
we’re lacking and we’re waiting for something to happen.
“All of our post players have potential, but they’re still
working to figure out how they can impact the team.”

BACKCOURT: B+
GVSU has not defined its season through star play as
it has in years past, but when it comes time to call upon a
star effort for success, it’s generally the Laker backcourt that
answers.
Crandall and Cairnduff combined lead GVSU in virtually
all meaningful statistical metrics, while Cripe provides a
pulse for the team in a more understated role.
“Our turnovers have been manageable and we do a good
job of handling the ball, but a lot of the shots that we’re

A key ingredient listed in most any recipe for success,
consistency has been the buzzword of the season for the
Lakers and an ingredient that the team has struggled to
measure.
.
“When we’re consistent, we’re getting our wins,” Burgess
said. “When we show our youthfulness, we have our losses.”

CHEMISTRY: A
What the Lakers lack in consistency, they make up for in
cohesiveness.
Despite mixing in seven new members to the squad,
leaders like Crandall, Cripe and LaPrairie have gotten
everyone on board and on the same page.
“In my four years, this is the best chemistry we’ve had,
on and off the court,” Crandall said. “We truly enjoy playing
with each other and everyday when we come to practice.
Some teams dread practice, but we have fun with it even in
tough situations — after losses, for example.
“We all stick together, and that’s huge, especially since
we’re so young.”

POTENTIAL: A
The Lakers are good now and have the opportunity to
finish strong in the GLIAC North, but perhaps the most
exciting concept associated with this compilation is how
good they can be.
The Lakers will graduate only one student athlete,
Crandall, at the conclusion of this season, and as a team,
they’re still putting all the pieces together.
And as much as a report card is to serve as a litmus test
and assessment, it’s in equal parts a challenge. If the Lakers
rise to it, expect the next report card to go straight to the
fridge.
“We have the potential to have a report card of straight
As,” Crandall said. “I’m going to leave my footprints here,
but this team is young, has a lot of potential and is going
to do big things for the program — and the upperclassmen
embrace that idea.
“We’re in a little bit of a slump that we have to get out of,
and we have to get back to doing the little things for us to get
out of it, but if we can do that, our future can be phenomenal,
What we want to accomplish can be accomplished.”
i
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Diver sets record for 3-meter

BY LUCAS RAINS

LRAINS@LANTHORN.COM

Taylor Wiercinski is just
a sophomore for the Grand
Valley
State
University
women’s diving team, but
she has achieved so much in
just two seasons.
Wiercinski’s most recent
accomplishment might just
be her most impressive.
The Laker standout broke
the GVSU school record in
the 3-meter dive against
Wayne State University
on Jan. 11 — beating the
reigning national champion
and first team All-American
in the process.
It was a surreal moment.
“I was in shock,” she said.
“It was actually kind of a
relief. It was just amazing
to have been able to break a
school record.”
She has been competing
at a high level since arriving
at GVSU.
In addition to her
school record, she has
also performed well at the
highest level of NCAA
Division II diving.
Wiercinski placed fourth
in the 3-meter dive at the
2013 NCAA Championships
as a freshman, which is one
of her most memorable
achievements. She also finished
sixth in the 1 -meter dive.
Her performance earned
her the status of an AllAmerican.
The Walker, Mich., native
is no stranger to racking up
accolades.
She was named Team
MVP, All-Conference, AllState, Academic All-State
and All-American while at
Kenowa Hills High School.
She was also named a WBBL
Burger King Scholar Athlete
of the Week.
Much of her success is
credited to a combination of
hard work and the support
of those around her.
' “It’s a little bit of
everything,”
she
said.

-----------------------------------

“Everyone is so supportive,
including the team, family
and friends. It makes you
want to (work) harder and
do well for them.”
Head coach Andy Boyce
said it comes down to her
ability to focus on the little
things.
“She
pays
a
great
attention to detail on her
dives,” Boyce said. “Her
hard work and dedication
to the sport helps. She keeps
getting better at adding new
dives with a higher degree of
difficulty.”
Wiercinski
said
she
wants to challenge herself to
become the best she can be,
all while helping her team
improve.
Her goals are set.
“Individually, I’m looking
to increase the degree of
difficulty on some of my
dives,” she said. “At nationals,
my goal is to finish in the top
three in my events”
The No. 9 Laker women
figure to be one of the top
teams at nationals this year,
and her performance figures
to be key.
The sophomore seems
to be more focused on the
team’s success.
“We want to qualify as a
team for nationals so we can
build the name for Grand
Valley,” she said.
Boyce is hopeful she can
place well at nationals but
knows she will have her
work cut out for her.
“The national champion
for 1-meter and 3-meter is
in our conference, so that
makes things a little bit
trickier,” Boyce said. “But
(Taylor) actually beat her
last week in both.”
Outside of diving, she
is studying nursing and
plans on going back to
school to get a degree in
anesthesiology.
. It seems the future is very
bright for Wiercinski, both
and
out of the water.
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Hang time: Sophomore Taylor Wiercinski launches off the 3-meter diving board in the Grand Valley State University pool.:
Wiercinski s&t the sChodl for thet3*-hY6terduring the meet against Wbyne State University.
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An added incentive
Lakers look to accrue points toward nationals
BY PETE BARROWS
ASSISTANTSPORTS @
LANTHORN.COM

It takes a series of moves —
reversals, takedowns, maybe
even a pin — to win a bout. It
takes a string of bout victories,
compiled by a team, to win a
meet. It takes an accumulation
of wins and points to grapple
away a national wrestling
championship.
The bigger picture isn’t
pinned down on one mat, but
the strokes always add up.
As the Grand Valley State
University club wrestling
team wrestles toward fulfilling
national
championship
aspirations after coming up
just four places short last
year, the Lakers have saved
up their collective experience,
points and wins, but detoured
through a meet on Jan. 15.
A meet that was not about
the points or bouts or meet at
hand, or even wrestling at all.
The Laker club wrestling
team traveled to ReethsPuffer High School to
compete against Muskegon
Community College — a
squad that recently took sixth
place at the national junior
college tournament — in
the Rick Stenberg Memorial
Wrestling Duals; a fundraiser
honoring
the
recently
deceased father of two
MCC wrestlers where all the
proceeds from the event went
to a scholarship fund for a
future Reeths-Puffer student.
Hampered by injury and
weight class adjustments —
namely a gap in the upper
ranges of weight class —
GVSU did not compile its best
performance of the season.
The lakers lost the dual by
a score of 31-18 but notched a
pair of victories as sophomore
Tyler Dempsey won a 3-2
decision in the 141 weight
class while senior team captain
Kyle Horr took home a 5-3
victory in the 149 weight class.
“Giving up a weight class

and a few other voids, we were
pleased with the performance,”
Horr said. “It wasn’t our best
showing of what we can do,
but we’re going to continue to
get better.”
Both Dempsey and Horr
will wrestle down a weight
class in the upcoming National
Duals to be hosted in Dalton,
Ga. The trip, which will include
about 20 other Laker wrestlers,
will be started on a bus
departing Thursday. The meet,
which will take place on Friday
and Saturday, will provide the
Lakers an opportunity to show
almost immediate growth.
“Getting some practice
at 141 is nice because when
I go down to 133, I feel
so much stronger against
my opponents,” Dempsey
said. “Well go in with an
expectation of winning every
single match down there, and
we’re all looking to make an
impact for the team.
“To get the job done down
there in Atlanta, to get after our
goals, to collect all-American
status — whatever it takes —
and hopefully turn it all in for
a championship ring.”
GVSU has participated
in the National
Duals
annually for years, although
the tournament has never
meant more to the Lakers’
prospective season. New rule
changes implemented this
year will allow for teams to
accrue points from the team
duals towards the national
individual tournament —
and a potential national
championship.
The better the finish at
National Duals, the more
points a team gets to carry
into the national tournament.
As GVSU discovered in a
fifth-place finish at nationals
last year, every point counts.
“We’re excited to be
bringing great depth down
this year because of the
increased
implications,”
Horr said. “It’ll be a big deal
\

for us, and we’re excited for
a strong team showing.”
GVSU did not return its
fourth-place finisher at 165
(Austin Geerlings), seventhplace finisher at 197 (Carl
Worthy) or third-place finisher
at 235 (Frank Bastien,) from
last year’s fifth-place team, and
with teams like the University
of Central Florida and Grand
Canyon University expected
be in attendance, GVSU will
be tested to travel beyond the
quarterfinals.
If it does, a number of
Laker dark-horse contenders
such as freshman Miguel
Correa, who has been
medically unable to wrestle
all season, and hungry
returners like Horr, Dempsey
and sophomores Gabriel
Stepanovich and Bruce Rau
could all challenge for titles.
“Miguel’s a real solid kid,
and once we get him back
on the mat, he’s going to be a
tremendous help,” Rau said.
“And then Kyle, he finished
fourth last year, but he was
right there. He lost in the
semifinal match in the last
five seconds and there’s no
question what he and guys
like Gabe, and myself, that
were very close last season,
have in mind for this season.”
Mats will be laid across
gym floors in Georgia for
the Lakers to wrestle upon,
creating holds and escapes
like
artists.
Proverbial
canvases will be hung for the
Lakers to paint as they will,
with every stroke, every leg
lock and every match.
“We have a young team,
but we return a lot of guys
that came up just short of allAmerican status last year,”
Horr said. “If we get those guys
that lost over the hump this
year, well be national champs.
“There’ll
be
strong
competition and we’re not the
only team that came dose, but
we’re excited to make this trip and
see where we stand. To set the barf
I
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MARKETPLACE
Announcements

Services

Bethany Christian Services Unplanned Pregnancy?
100% Free and 100% confi
dential pregnancy counsel
ing. For more information call
Jenny 616.631.2020 or visit
impreflnant.org/ienny

Visit FunCakesGR.com for all
of your real cake needs, sill
occasions. Visit
CakeRental.com for all of
your cake rental needs with
many to chose from.

Meadows Crossing Apart
ments is the place to be.
Take the tour at MeadowsCrossing.Net to find out
why.

Internships
Domino's Pizza
Job Title: Summer 2014
Internships
Location: Ann Arbor, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 12170
Apply By: February 28, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

For Sale

Free 2006 Kawasaki Ninja
ZX-636R Sportbike It is in
excellent condition 100%
mechanically. If interested
please contact:
jacobgreen2001 ©yahoo.com

Pregnancy Resource Center
- Pregnant? Free tests,
walk-in's welcome! Free ul
trasounds and low cost STD
testing and
treatment. Call 616.456.6873
or text 616.284.1545

Youth for Understanding
USA
Job Title: Youth For
Understanding USA Intern
Location: Muskegon/Grand
Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 12054
Apply By: April 30, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Housing

Want to know the secret to
getting the most for your
money when it comes to
housing? Visit CampusViewHousing.com to see why
living at Campus View just
makes sense.

The Johnson Center has 2
fellowship openings for win
ter semester. The fellow
ships are available for under
graduates/graduate
students. Please contact
Robin Leonard at
leQnardr@flvsu.edu for more
information.

Roommates
I am looking for someone to
sublease a spot in a 4 bed
room A style apartment for
next fall in 48 West. All room
mates are leaving!
cookal@mail.gvsu.edu

I am looking for a female to
sublease my apartment at
Country Place Apartments.
The new lease agreement
would be ASAP through May
2014. You have your own
bedroom and share a
bathroom with one other
person. Rent is $299 a month
plus utilities.lf you are
interested please contact
me at 231 - 342 - 2092.

West Michigan Center for
Arts and Technology
Job Title: Graphic Design In
tern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 12680
Apply By: February 13, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460

classifieds@lanthorn.com

City of Kentwood
Job Title: Public Works
Internship
Location: Kentwood, Ml
Search Job ID: 12548
Apply By: February 8, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

GVSU Kutsche Office of Lo
cal History
Job Title: Leadership Training
and Community Documenta
tion Intern
Location: Allendale, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 12514
Apply By: January 22, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Grand Rapids Griffins
Job Title: Video Production
Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 11506
Apply By: January 31, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Grand Central Market and
Deli, located on 57 Monroe
Centre Street NW, offers a
large selection of organic
breads and gluten-free meats
without fillers. Additionally,
they also have an assortment
of locally grown produce and
delicious gourmet options.
Stop in for lunch today or call
them at (616) 454-5300.

CAMPUS

V/IEW

Employment
Menna's Joint, new restau
rant opening downtown GR.
seeking youthful, energized
employees for a fast paced
workig environment. Kitchen
and delivery positions available.
Inquire
at
mennasjoint.com or ask for
Steve at 44 Ionia St SW
Grand Rapids, Ml 49503.

Every newspaper Is
printed on recycled paper.
Every Issue left on the
stands is then re-recycled.
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National Heritage Academies
Job Title: People Services
File Room Associate (Intern)
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 12756
Apply By: February 15, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Miscellaneous

Subleaser needed, preferably
female. Hillcrest Townhouses. Biggest bedroom lo
cated upstairs, walk-in
closet, washer&amp;dryer,
lots of space! Right next to
bus stop. Move in August
2 0 14.
Email
mercadon@mail.gvsu.edu

General Motors
Job Title: Information
Technology - Intern 2014
Location: Detroit, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 11983
Apply By: February 7, 2014
For more information visit
www.gvsu. edu/lakerjobs

Four subleasers needed for a
Style A Townhouse in Mead
ows May 23rd to August
19th.
-Rent $459 Utilities (per
month)
-Free Water/Sewer
262-357-1664
nannetta@mail.gvsu.edu

15% Student Discount: LB’s
Lounge is offering a 15%
discount every Monday on all
food for students, faculty and
staff members with a valid
ID. Located in downtown
Grand Rapids inside of Louis
Benton Steakhouse. Stop in
or call (616) 454-7455.
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Try Squares

by Linda Thistle
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Without rotating the small squares on the right, try to arrange them into
the pattern shown in the diagram at the left so that the number next to
each large triangle equals the sum of the four numbers in that triangle.

1

8 7 6
7
2

by Linda Thistle

4

9

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: * *
★ Moderate * * Challenging
★ ★★ HOO BOY!
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SCRAMBLERS

Unscramble tha letters within each rectangle to form four ordinary words. Then
rearrange the boxed letters to form the mystery word, which will complete the gegl
Trouble
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